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Abstract: The amount of data in the world and in our lives seems ever-increasing and there’s no end to it. We are overwhelmed 

with data. The WWW overwhelms us with information. The Size of information base is increasing day by day with fast speed. 

The WEKA is data processing tool contain equipped series of state of art machine learning algorithm. The basic way of 

interacting with these methods is by invoking them from the command line. However, convenient interactive graphical user 

interfaces are provided for data exploration, for setting up large-scale experiments on distributed computing platforms, and for 

designing configurations for streamed data processing. This paper has been carried out to make a performance evaluation of 

NNge from Rules Classifier and JRip from Rules Classifier algorithm with evaluate on training data test modes. The test mode 

used in this research work is Use Training set. The paper sets out to make comparative evaluation of NNge and JRip in the 

context of dataset of car reviews to maximize true positive (TP) rate and minimize false positive (FP) rate. The WEKA tools used 

for result processing. The result in the paper on dataset of car reviews shows that the efficiency and accuracy of NNge is excellent 

as compared to JRip. 

 

Index Terms - Classification, Data mining, JRip, NNge, WEKA 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Each of the past three centuries has been dominated by a single technology. The eighteenth century was the time of the great 

mechanical systems accompanying the Industrial Revolution. The nineteenth century was the age of the stream engine. During the 

twentieth century, the key technology has been information gathering, processing and distribution. Among other developments, 

we have seen the birth and unprecedented growth of the computer industry. Now as we have entered in the twenty-first century all 

the most of all manual services are replaced by machine operation i.e. complete computerization and hence released human 

intelligence is utilized in further developments.  

 

In recent years, people have been used to using the Internet as an important information channel for working and living. More 

and more daily activities are relying on the global network than before, for example, e-Business, e-Government, e-Science, and e-

Learning. The development of various applications and demand of internet is the main source of information generation. Today 

Computers make it too easy to save things. Inexpensive disks and online storage make it too easy to postpone decisions about 

what to do with all this stuff, we simply get more memory and keep it all. The data mining help us to store such type of data in 

computerized form. Data mining is a topic that involves learning in a practical, non theoretical sense. The researchers are 

interested in techniques for finding pattern from data. The new tools are also available to find the prediction from such huge data. 

Such available data is also called as machine learning tool. Recently various e-commerce platform software and application 

provide data in the form of product review it is available in the textual format provided by expert, user and customer. A product 

rating on the other hand represents the customer’s and expert opinion on a sampling scale. In this given research paper car review 

data set [2] was used. Comparative analysis of NNge and JRip with test mode Use Training set. 

 

As the volume of data increases, inexorably, the proportion of it that people understand decreases alarmingly. Lying hidden in 

all this data is information. In data mining, the data is stored electronically and the search is automated or at least augmented by 

computer. Even this is not particularly new. Economists, statisticians, and communication engineers have long worked with the 

idea that patterns in data can be sought automatically, identified, validated, and used for prediction. What is new is the staggering 

increase in opportunities for finding patterns in data. Data mining is a topic that involves learning in a practical, non theoretical 

sense. We are interested in techniques for finding and describing structural patterns in data, as a tool for helping to explain that 

data and make predictions from it. Experience shows that in many applications of machine learning to data mining, the explicit 
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knowledge structures that are acquired, and the structural descriptions, are at least as important as the ability to perform well on 

new examples. People frequently use data mining to gain knowledge, not just predictions.  

Data Mining is an incredible innovation with extraordinary capacity to assist associations with concentrating on the most 

significant data in their data focus. It additionally foresee future patterns, conduct and with result. It likewise contains assortment 

of diagnostic tools that utilized for data investigation. It enables clients to dissect the data from various perspectives, sort it, and 

outline the distinguished connections. There are numerous Data Mining tools are available, for example the WEKA, KNIME, 

Orange, SPSS, MATLAB, and NeuroShell and so on. These tools give a lot of Data Mining strategies and calculations that help in 

better execution of data and data accessible to clients. The accessible Data Mining tools can be partitioned into two kinds which 

are open source/non-business programming and business programming. These kinds of tools have their very own qualities and 

shortcomings regarding data types and the application techniques. From the given arrangement of tool in investigation work 

WEKA tool have utilized. This paper is organized into Six parts. First part discusses the Introduction followed by the literature 

required for analysis of methods implemented. Third one is System Design followed by datasets used for analysis. Fifth is the 

Performance Analysis and then Conclusion.  

II.  LITERATURE SURVEY 
1.1 WEKA 

Weka was developed at the University of Waikato in New Zealand; the name stands for Waikato Environment for Knowledge 

Analysis The system is written in Java and distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public License. It runs on almost any 

platform and has been tested under Linux, Windows, and Macintosh operating systems and even on a personal digital assistant. It 

provides a uniform interface to many different learning algorithms, along with methods for pre and post processing and for 

evaluating the result of learning schemes on any given dataset. Weka provides implementations of learning algorithms that can be 

easily apply to dataset. It also includes a variety of tools for transforming datasets, such as the algorithms. The Weka workbench 

is a collection of state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms and data pre processing tools. It is designed so that we can quickly 

try out existing methods on new datasets in flexible ways.  

 

It provides extensive support for the whole process of experimental data mining, including preparing the input data, evaluating 

learning schemes statistically, and visualizing the input data and the result of learning. As well as a variety of learning algorithms, 

it includes a wide range of pre processing tools. This diverse and comprehensive toolkit is accessed through a common interface 

so that its users can compare different methods and identify those that are most appropriate for the problem at hand. All 

algorithms take their input in the form of a single relational table in the ARFF format. The easiest way to use Weka is through a 

graphical user interface called Explorer as shown in figure 1. This gives access to all of its facilities using menu selection and 

form filling. 

 

Figure 1: WEKA GUI Explorer 

The Weka contains a collection of visualization tools and algorithms for data analysis and predictive modelling, together with 

graphical user interfaces for easy access to this functionality. Advantages of Weka include: 

 Free availability under the GNU General Public License 

 Portability, since it is fully implemented in the Java programming language and thus runs on almost any modern computing 

platform. 

 A comprehensive collection of data preprocessing and modeling techniques. 

 Ease of use due to its graphical user interfaces. 

 

Weka supports several standard data mining tasks, more specifically, data pre-processing, clustering, classification, regression, 

visualization, and feature selection. All of Weka's techniques are predicated on the assumption that the data is available as a single 

flat file or relation, where each data point is described by a fixed number of attributes (normally, numeric or nominal attributes, 

but some other attribute types are also supported). Weka provides access to SQL databases using Java Database Connectivity and 

can process the result returned by a database query. Weka's main user interface is the Explorer, but essentially the same 

functionality can be accessed through the component-based Knowledge Flow interface and from the command line. There is also 

the Experimenter, which allows the systematic comparison of the predictive performance of Weka's machine learning algorithms 

on a collection of datasets. The Explorer interface features several panels providing access to the main components of the 

workbench. Fig. 2 shows Opening of file Car Review.arff file by Weka Explorer and Fig. 3 shows processing of arff file for 

NNge Classifier. [1],[2]. 
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Figure 2: Opening of Car Review.arff file by Weka Explorer 

 

Figure 3 : Processing of arff file by NNge Classifier on Test Mode Use Training Set 
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1.2 Classification 

Classification may refer to categorization, the process in which ideas and objects are recognized, differentiated, and 

understood. An algorithm that implements classification, especially in a concrete implementation, is known as a classifier. The 

term "classifier" sometimes also refers to the mathematical function, implemented by a classification algorithm that maps input 

data to a category. 

 

In the terminology of machine learning, classification is considered an instance of supervised learning, i.e. learning where a 

training set of correctly identified observations is available. The corresponding unsupervised procedure is known as clustering or 

cluster analysis, and involves grouping data into categories based on some measure of inherent similarity. Classification is a data 

mining algorithm that creates a step-by-step guide for how to determine the output of a new data instance. 

 

The tree it creates is exactly that: a tree whereby each node in the tree represents a spot where a decision must be made based 

on the input, and to move to the next node and the next until one reach a leaf that tells the predicted output. Sounds confusing, but 

it's really quite straightforward. 

 

There is also some argument over whether classification methods that do not involve a statistical model can be considered 

"statistical". Other fields may use different terminology: e.g. in community ecology, the term "classification" normally refers to 

cluster analysis, i.e. a type of unsupervised learning, rather than the supervised learning [1],[2],[3]. 

1.3 NNge Classifiers    

NNge is a nearest-neighbor method for generating rules using non-nested generalized exemplars. Non-Nested Generalized 

Exemplars (NNGE) is an algorithm introduced by Brent, in 1995. It performs generalization by merging exemplars, forming 

hyper rectangles in attribute space that represent conjunctive rules with internal disjunction.  

 

The algorithm forms a generalization each time a new example is added to the database, by joining it to its nearest neighbor of 

the same class. The algorithm learns incrementally by first classifying, then generalizing each new example. When classifying an 

instance, one or more hyper rectangles may be found that the new instance is a member of, but which are of wrong class. The 

algorithm prunes these so that the new example is no longer a member. Once classified, the new instance is generalized by 

merging it with the nearest exemplar of the same class, which may be a single instance or a hyper rectangle [4] [5] [6]. 

1.4 JRip Classifiers  

This implements a propositional rule learner, Repeated Incremental Pruning to Produce Error Reduction (RIPPER), which is 

proposed by William W. JRip is an inference and rules-based learner (RIPPER) that tries to come up with propositional rules 

which can be used to classify elements. 

 

JRip implements heuristic global optimization of the rule set. Classes are examined in increasing size and an initial set of rules 

for a class is generated using incremental reduced-error pruning. An extra stopping condition is introduced that depends on the 

description length of the examples and rule set.  

 

JRip (RIPPER) is one of the basic and most popular algorithms. Classes are examined in increasing size and an initial set of 

rules for the class is generated using incremental reduced error. JRip (RIPPER) proceeds by treating all the examples of a 

particular judgment in the training data as a class, and finding a set of rules that cover all the members of that class. Thereafter it 

proceeds to the next class and does the same, repeating this until all classes have been covered [4] [7] [8]. 

III. SYSTEM DESIGN 

In order to co-relate Reviews with the categories, a model based on the machine learning was designed. As an input to the 

model, various quality car reviews are considered which are available online. Around 606 car reviews samples were collected on 

above repository using internet. In order to extract context from the car reviews, the car reviews was process with stop word 

removal, stemming and tokenization on the car reviews contents.  The car reviews then separated into 5 categories GOOD, 

BETTER, BEST, BAD, NA (not applicable) and then converted into the term frequency matrix for further analysis purpose. 

Frequency matrix then converted to arff file using Java Programming. Finally classification is processed using WEKA Explorer; 

this can be seen in following Fig. 4.  Due to classification in above 5 categories we are also able to find the GOOD, BETTER, 

BEST, BAD, NA count on every data set which help for market analysis, product rating and much more purposes. Based on this 

data, features (i.e. metadata) were extracted so that contextual assignment of the car reviews to the appropriate content can be 

done. This process is known as metadata processing [2]. 
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Figure 4: Flow Diagram of the Model 

IV. DATA COLLECTION 

Hence, it was proposed to generate car reviews data. Consequently the national and international resources were used for the 

research purpose. Data for the purpose of research has been collected from the various online resources using internet. They are 

downloaded and after reading the car reviews they are manually classified into 12 (Twelve) categories. There are 606 car reviews 

in total. The details are as shown in following table 1. The attributes consider for this classification is based on GOOD, BETTER, 

BEST, BAD, NA count each classification having their own data dictionary and based on this they are classified, the review are  

made by expert and user. Hence, there will be drastic enhancement in e-Contents when we refer to the latest material available in 

this regards [2]. 

Table 1: Categorization of Car Review Dataset 

Sr. No. Car  Companies Numbers of Reviews 

1 Chevrolet 38 

2 Fiat 27 

3 Ford 36 

4 Honda 47 

5 Hyundai 59 

6 Mahindra & Mahindra 63 

7 Maruti Suzuki 95 

8 Renault 53 

9 Skoda 23 

10 Tata Motors 90 

11 Toyota 41 

12 Volkswagan 34 

Total 606 

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

The Data so collected needed a processing. Hence as given in the system design phase, all the 606 data were processed for 

stop word removal, stemming, tokenization and ultimately generated the frequency matrix based on GOOD, BETTER, BEST, 

BAD and NA count. Stemming is used as many times when Car Review Data is printed, for a same there can be many variants 

depending on the tense used or whether it is singular or plural. Such words when processed for stemming, generates a unique 

word. Stop words needs to be removed as they do not contribute much in the decision making process. The dictionary of words is 

checked and removed such word from it. Frequency matrix thus generated can be processed for generating a model by converting 

CSV to ARFF file and the model so generated was used in further decision process. The test mode “Use Training set” used for 

NNge and JRip. For processing WEKA APIs were used. The following tables shows the Confusion Matrix and True positive (TP) 

and False Positive (FP) rate of NNge and JRip. In the given result the 1 represent the BEST, whereas the WORST is 0.  

 

The following tables 2 and 4 shows the result for the Confusion Matrix and the Tables 3 and 5 shows True Positive and False 

Positive rate of NNge and JRip for test mode “Use Training set”. 

 

Table 2: Confusion Matrix for NNge for Test Mode: Use Training Set 

Classified As  GOOD BETTER BEST BAD NA 

GOOD 72 0 0 0 0 

BETTER 0 43 0 0 0 

BEST 0 0 63 0 0 

BAD 0 0 0 400 0 

NA 0 0 0 0 28 

Data 
Collection 

Removal of 
Stop words 

Stemming Token 

Generation 

Frequency Matrix 
Generation 

CSV to ARFF 
Conversion 

Classification Using 
WEKA Explorer 

Car 
Review.txt 
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Table 3: TP and FP Rate of NNge for Test Mode: Use Training Set 

Class TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-Measure ROC Area 

GOOD 1 0 1 1 1 1 

BETTER 1 0 1 1 1 1 

BEST 1 0 1 1 1 1 

BAD 1 0 1 1 1 1 

NA 1 0 1 1 1 1 

Weighted Avg. 1 0 1 1 1 1 

Table 4: Confusion Matrix for JRip for Test Mode: Use Training Set 

Classified As  GOOD BETTER BEST BAD NA 

GOOD 70 0 0 2 0 

BETTER 0 42 0 1 0 

BEST 0 0 62 1 0 

BAD 0 0 3 397 0 

NA 0 0 0 1 27 

Table 5: TP and FP Rate of JRip for Test Mode: Use Training Set 

Class TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-Measure ROC Area 

GOOD 0.972 0 1 0.972 0.986 0.99 

BETTER 0.977 0 1 0.977 0.988 0.992 

BEST 0.984 0.006 0.954 0.984 0.969 0.994 

BAD 0.993 0.024 0.988 0.993 0.99 0.988 

NA 0.964 0 1 0.964 0.982 0.988 

Weighted Avg. 0.987 0.017 0.987 0.987 0.987 0.989 

VI. CONCLISION 

The following table 6 shows the summary of Classification. 

Table 6: Summary of Classification 

Classifier  Rules.NNge Rules.JRip 

Test Mode Use Training Set Use Training Set 

Correctly 
Classified 
Instances 

606 (100%) 598 (98.67%) 

Incorrectly 
Classified 
Instances 

00 (0%) 8 (1.32%) 

 

In this paper as per the previous performance analysis, Table 6 Summary of Classification shows that the Classifier NNge has 

the accuracy for test mode evaluate on training data is 100% and the Classifier JRip has accuracy for test mode evaluate on 

training data is 98.67%. This 100% accuracy for test mode evaluate on training data for the Classifier NNge is achieved due to the 

NNge algorithm forms a generalization each time a new example is added to the database, by joining it to its nearest neighbor of 

the same class. Overall Performance of JRip algorithm is acceptable, except some of instances from every category are classified 

into other category. This is because JRip implements heuristic global optimization of the rule set. Classes are examined in 

increasing size and an initial set of rules for a class is generated using incremental reduced-error pruning, so the accuracy for test 

mode evaluate on training data is 98.67%. 

 

From all the above result in the Table 2 to Table 6, it is observed that performance of Classifier NNge is Excellent as 

compared to Classifier JRip. 
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